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1 Introduction
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al., 2012) our understanding of the response of the radiation
belts to solar storms will be significantly improved. All these
missions were made of maximum two spacecraft at close distance and, therefore, could only derive gradients of plasma
parameters along the line separating the two spacecraft. They
therefore could not cover the three-dimensional aspect that is
an inherent property of plasma physics. This is why Cluster,
unique in covering the three dimensions with four identical
spacecraft, has been eagerly awaited.
The Cluster mission was first proposed by the scientific
community in 1982 (Haerendel et al., 1982), following a European Space Agency (ESA) call for proposals for scientific
missions. An assessment phase and a phase A study were
conducted and Cluster was selected, together with the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), by the Science
Programme Committee (SPC) in 1986; this was the first cornerstone (large) mission in the ESA science programme. The
Cluster mission was not a straightforward development with
many ups and downs along the road. To start with, since
both the solar and plasma communities wanted both Cluster and SOHO, while budget-wise only one should have been
selected, a clever way of merging both missions had to be
pursued (Cavallo, 1996). A special advisory group, the Solar Terrestrial Physics Advisory Group (STPAG) was set up,
under the chairmanship of David Southwood, to propose a
mission scenario that would fit into the cornerstone cost cap
(at that time 400 Million Accounting Units (MAU) in 1984
economic conditions – an accounting unit was an average of
ESA Member States currencies, approximately equivalent to
the Euro). All elements of the two missions were reviewed,
from the payload to the spacecraft and the ground segment.
Many options were looked at with various configurations
involving collaborations with NASA (National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, USA) and IKI (Space Research
Institute of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). After
four STPAG meetings from April to October 1986, the advisory group recommended the so-called “option B”, including SOHO and four mini Cluster to be built by ESA. NASA
participation would be substantial, with the launch and operations of SOHO and the launch of one of the Cluster spacecraft that would then join the other three after a first equatorial phase. Both SOHO and Cluster payloads were descoped:
SOHO lost the plasma wave instrument and got a weight reduction on the other instruments, while the Cluster payload
mass decreased from 71 to 45 kg on each spacecraft. Three
of the Cluster spacecraft would be launched with the second
demonstration launch of Ariane 5. The early equatorial phase
with one spacecraft was later cancelled in view of the strong
degradation of the instruments expected in such an orbit for
one year.
After confirmation of SOHO and Cluster by SPC at the end
of 1986, an Announcement of opportunity (AO) was opened
by ESA in March 1987. The instrument proposals were reviewed during the second half of 1987 and the SPC selected
the Cluster and SOHO payloads in March 1988. Although
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013

proposed by the scientists, the SOHO magnetometer and
plasma analyser were not selected due to simplifications required on the SOHO spacecraft (no solid boom, no stringent
electromagnetic cleanliness programme and no payload to be
mounted on the service module) to maximise cost reduction,
as recommended by the Space Science Advisory Committee
(SSAC). The first cornerstone of Horizon 2000 programme
was finally approved by SPC for a cost of 484 MAU soon
after.
The Cluster spacecraft development phase started in 1991
and five spacecraft (four flight models and one structural
model) and 5 models of each of the 11 instruments (Table 3) were built by industry and by PI teams at various institutes (Credland et al., 1997; Escoubet et al., 1997). Four
years later, in mid 1995, the four spacecraft were delivered
to ESA by Dornier. Cluster was moved from the second to
the first demonstration launch of Ariane 5 since Cluster was
ready before Artemis, a telecommunication mission planned
on the first launch, and ESA needed more time to find a
co-passenger to Artemis (Cavallo, 1996). The launch, originally planned at the end of 1995, was delayed since the
rocket was not ready and took place on 4 June 1996. Unfortunately due to a software specification error, the first Ariane 5
was not successful and the four spacecraft were destroyed. It
was a huge shock for the scientific community and this failure destroyed many years of work from hundreds of people.
The Cluster community, however, never gave up and after
many Science Working Team and extraordinary SPC meetings, a rebuild of Cluster, Cluster II, was finally approved
in April 1997 (Credland and Schmidt, 1997). Industry, as
well as the PI teams, took up the challenge to re-build the
four Cluster spacecraft and instruments in less than 3 years.
This challenge was met and the four Cluster spacecraft were
successfully put into their polar orbit of 4 × 19.6 RE , by two
Soyuz-Fregat launches from Baikonur, on 16 July and 9 August 2000 (Escoubet et al., 2001). It was, however, only when
all instruments were switched-on that the Cluster community
was finally relieved of its 18-year wait.

2
2.1

Cluster mission
Cluster constellations and orbit

Cluster has been one of the most successful missions in space
plasma physics due to the novel and state-of-the-art instrumentation and to the four identical spacecraft, allowing for
the first-time measurements in three dimensions and ability
to distinguish between spatial and temporal changes. The capability to change the spacecraft separation distance, paired
with the evolution of the orbit, has opened new regions of the
magnetosphere and new scales for exploration and analysis;
it enabled new science and discoveries at every stage of the
Cluster mission (Table 1). The distance between the spacecraft has been changed 25 times through lengthy and delicate
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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Table 1. Cluster selected discoveries (more details at http://sci.esa.
int/cluster).
Discoveries

Date

First measurements of plasma density gradient in the
plasmasphere
Development and growth of black aurora
Surface waves in the tail of the magnetosphere
First measurement electric current in three dimensions
Bifurcation of the tail current sheet
Earth bow shock thickness linked to plasma parameter
Small-scale electric field structures in the Earth bow
shock
Plasma vortices at the edge of the magnetosphere
Spatial scale of high-speed flows in the magnetotail
First direct observation of magnetic reconnection in 3-D
First direct measurement of the ring current
Largest reconnection line in the solar wind
Fundamental 3-D properties of magnetic turbulence
Magnetic null observed at the heart of reconnection
Density holes in the solar wind
First measurement of divergence of electron pressure
tensor
Magnetic reconnection in the turbulent magnetosheath
Magnetic null pair in reconnection
High speed flows in the magnetosphere after the impact
of a CME
Solitons at the border of the magnetosphere
Electron trapping around a magnetic null
Evolution of magnetosheath turbulence
First detection of invisible ions escaping from the atmosphere
High speed jets behind the Earth bow shock
Asymmetry of the ion diffusion region
Temporal evolution of auroral acceleration
Super-Alfvénic propagation of reconnection signatures
Origin of the energetic particles in the polar cusp
First observation of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves at high latitude

2001
2001
2002
2003
2003
2003
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2008
2008
2009
2009
2010
2011
2012
2012
2012

constellation manoeuvres (Fig. 1), adjusting the spacecraft
separation distances between 20 and 36 000 km, more than 3
orders of magnitude. Up to June 2005, the constellation was
such that a perfect tetrahedron was formed twice along the
orbit. This enabled, at the expense of a bit more fuel, to have
perfect three-dimensional measurements in two separated
places, the Northern cusp and the Southern magnetopause, in
addition to keeping a very good three-dimensional configuration during most part of the orbit, through the magnetosheath
and solar wind. Six months later, once the apogee was in the
tail, the two tetrahedra were formed in the lobes allowing
perfect three-dimensional measurements throughout the entire plasmasheet.
Starting in 2005, after forming a 10 000 km tetrahedron
and having used 3/4 of the fuel available since the beginning of the mission, a more frugal approach to separate the
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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spacecraft was implemented by moving them along their orbit. This has the great advantage of using only a few hundreds
grams of fuel to move the spacecraft thousands of kilometres
apart as long as enough time (a few weeks) is available for the
constellation to be achieved. Since spacecraft 3 (C3) was put
on a very similar orbit to spacecraft 4 (C4), these two spacecraft could be approached within 20 km from each other in
the auroral zone in October 2011. Details of the constellation
changes from the beginning of the mission in 2000 up to the
26
end of 2013 can be found in Table 2.
The nominal orbit of Cluster was 4 × 19.6 RE with 90◦ inclination (Fig. 2) in winter 2001. The argument of perigee
was chosen such that the exterior cusp (one of the prime target of Cluster) would be crossed in the Northern Hemisphere.
However due to luni-solar gravitational perturbations, the orbit started to evolve with apogee moving toward the Southern Hemisphere, inclination increasing and perigee altitude
decreasing. In 2011, the perigee went down to 200 km altitude on C2 and a few 1000 km on the other spacecraft while
the inclination reached a maximum of 140 degrees (Fig. 2).
From mid 2011, the perigee of the spacecraft started to increase again and will be above 10 000 km in 2013, while the
inclination is slowly decreasing again by 3 degree/year. The
orbit will however never come back to its original polar inclination. This change of orbit has allowed Cluster to visit
new regions never observed before by a constellation of four
spacecraft, such as the auroral acceleration region, the nearEarth plasmasheet (8–10 RE ) and the inner magnetosphere.
2.2

Cluster payload

The original proposed payload was significantly different
from the final one, mainly because the original proposal
was based on a main spacecraft with a complete payload
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013
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Table 2. Cluster constellation changes from the beginning of the mission in 2000 to end 2013.
Date

Aug 2000
Jun 2001
Jan 2002
Jun 2002
Jan 2003
Jun 2003
Jan 2004
Jun 2004
Nov 2004
Jun 2005
Dec 2005
Jul 2006
Jan 2007
Jul 2007
Dec 2007
Jul 2008
Dec 2008

S/C separation distance (km)
C1C2C3

C3C4

600
2000
100
3810
5000
200
280
1000
1300
10 000
10 000
10 000
10 000
10 000
10 000
10 000
10 000

600
2000
100
3810
5000
200
280
1000
1300
1000
10 000
10 000
450
40
40
3000
10 000

Table 3. The 11 instruments on each of the four Cluster spacecraft.
Instrument/Principal Investigator (current)
ASPOC (Spacecraft potential control)
K. Torkar (IRF, A)
CIS (Ion composition 0 < E < 40 keV)
I. Dandouras (IRAP/CNRS, F)
EDI (Plasma drift velocity)
R. Torbert (UNH, USA)
FGM (Magnetometer)
C. Carr (IC, UK)
PEACE (Electrons, 0 < E < 30 keV)
A. Fazakerley (MSSL, UK)
RAPID (High energy electrons and ions)
P. Daly (MPAe, D)
DWPa (Wave processor)
M. Balikhin (Sheffield, UK)
EFWa (Electric field and waves)
M. André (IRFU, S)
STAFFa (Magnetic and electric fluctuations)
P. Canu (LPP, F)
WBDa (Electric field and wave forms)
J. Pickett (IOWA, USA)
WHISPERa (Electron density and waves)
J.-L. Rauch (LPC2E, F)
Total

Mass
(kg)

Power
(W)

1.9

2.7

10.8

10.6

10.5

9.1

2.6

2.2

6.0

4.2

5.7

4.5

2.9b

4b

16.2

3.7

5.0

2.8

1.8

1.7

1.8

1.8

65.2

47.3

a Members of the wave experiment consortium (WEC); b including power supply.

and three companions with a reduced payload. The electron
drift instrument (EDI), the ion mass spectrometer, the plasma
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013

Date

Apr 2009
Jul 2009
Dec 2009
Jun 2010
Sep 2010
Mar 2011
Jun 2011
Oct 2011
Feb 2012
May 2012
Aug 2012
Nov 2012
Jan 2013
May 2013
Aug 2013
Nov 2013

S/C separation distance (km)
C1C2C3

C3C4

1000
10 000
1000
1000
5000
5000
5000
5000
6000
5000
5000
36 000
3000
3300
3400
3200

1000
500
1000
1000
5000
5000
5000
20
40
60
300
7000
200
20
100
2000

sounder, and the wide band instrument were only proposed
to be included in the main spacecraft payload. However, it
turned out to be simpler and cheaper to build and launch four
identical spacecraft. The final payload flown on each spacecraft (Table 3) is therefore close to the original main spacecraft one.
After commissioning, three out of the 44 instruments did
not work (ASPOC on C1, CIS on C2 and EDI on C4) and
have remained off. During the 12 years of the mission a few
more instruments have experienced problems and have been
switched-off and a few have reduced capability (Table 4).
ASPOC, which was controlling the spacecraft potential by
emitting indium ions, ran out of indium in 2005 and was
switched off in 2008. Overall, 84 % of the instruments continue to function after 12 years in orbit while the nominal
mission was only planned for 2 years. This is quite remarkable given the fact that the spacecraft experienced more radiation as perigee reduction resulted in the orbit crossing the
radiation belts in 2009–2012.

3

Cluster science highlights

As part of a cornerstone, Cluster science was required to be
a major step forward in fundamental plasma physics with
many expected discoveries and a large community involved
in data analysis. This is clearly being fulfilled with the total number of refereed papers currently above 1770 papers
(Fig. 3) and the continuous growth of the community using the data (Fig. 13). In the last five years the publication
rate has been above 180 papers/year with a peak at 232 in
2011. This shows that Cluster data usage by the community is
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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27 on the impact of CMEs on the Earth environCluster results
ment.

continuously increasing even after 12 years in orbit. The new
science targets and mission goals, obtained by the evolving
orbit in combination with different separation strategies, have
been a key driver of this vibrant scientific activity. Certainly
the public access to all high-resolution data, about 1 year after acquisition, has also been a positive factor for the success.
As of the end of 2012, 1565 scientists from all over the world
have been using the Cluster Active Archive.
We will concentrate in the following sections on Cluster
results on magnetospheric dynamics, especially at the bow
shock, the magnetopause, the magnetotail, the inner magnetosphere and the auroral acceleration region, and we will
demonstrate that the full picture can only be obtained from
the four spacecraft measurements. In addition, we highlight
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/

3.1

The bow shock

The Earth’s bow shock is the first barrier for the solar wind
plasma that enters the Earth environment. It is, however, a
rather porous barrier that mainly slows down and heats the
plasma. The bow shock is also a very dynamic boundary
whose location and properties depend on the solar wind dynamic pressure and on the direction of the magnetic field.
Dunlop et al. (2002), using the discontinuity analysis technique, showed that the bow shock can move slowly at a speed
of 17 km s−1 but also very fast, up to 280 km s−1 (see their
Table 1). Furthermore, in one event they showed that the bow
shock accelerated up to 10 km s−2 , making the bow shock as
dynamic as the magnetopause.
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013
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Table 4. Status of Cluster payload as of 2013.
Payload
ASPOC
CIS
EDI
FGM
PEACE
RAPID e−
Ions
WEC
DWP
EFW
STAFF
WBD
Whisper

C1

C2

C3

C4

Off from 2000
HIA 1 h per orbit
Ambient mode
OK
OK
OK
Off from 2007
OK
OK
Probes 2 & 3 on
OK
OK
OK

End of operations
Off from 2000*
Ambient mode
OK
OK
OK
Only head 3
OK
OK
Probes 2 & 4 on
OK
OK
OK

End of operations
Off from 2009*
OK
OK
OK
OK
Off from 2010
OK
OK
Probes 2 & 4 on
OK
max. 10 min/h
OK

End of operations
OK
Off from 2000*
OK
OK
OK
Only heads 1 & 3
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

* Telemetry areas from CIS and EDI are used by PEACE.
1

Maksimovic et al. (2003) used 11 bow shock crossings
over an interval of two and a half hours to deduce the position and speed of the shock from the four spacecraft. They
assumed that the shock was planar and moving at a constant
speed between the spacecraft. With the spacecraft separated
by ∼ 600 km, this assumption was reasonable and they were
able to obtain a curve to represent the global oscillations of
the shock (Fig. 4). These results were in good agreement with
the position of the shock given by a gas dynamic model using
solar wind input data.
Detailed analysis of the shock made by Walker et
al. (2004) showed that short scale electric structures are
observed within the shock itself, with large amplitude up
to 70 mV m−1 , making a significant contribution to the
shock cross-potential (Fig. 5, top). These electric structures
have a size of a few c/ωpe (electron inertial length) and
where shown to become narrower as θBn (angle between
the interplanetary magnetic field and the shock normal) approached 90◦ , in agreement with theory. Recently, Schwartz
et al. (2011), using a special event where the magnetic field
was aligned with the spacecraft spin axis and where the shock
was moving slowly, was able to obtain electron pitch-angle
distribution functions at resolutions of 125–250 ms intervals.
Assuming that the distribution was gyrotropic, they could
then show that the electron temperature increased significantly over small scales around 6 c/ωpe (Fig. 5, bottom).
3.2

The magnetopause

The magnetopause is the boundary where the coupling between the solar wind and the Earth magnetic field takes place
and it is therefore very important to know its location, its
motion and if it contains special plasma structures that can
change its shape. Dunlop et al. (2001) were one of the first to
publish four-point measurements at the magnetopause during the first exit of Cluster outside the magnetosphere in
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013
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November 2000. A Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) had arrived at Earth at that time and had strongly compressed the
magnetopause, producing high geomagnetic activity with a
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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2

Fig. 6. Top panel: Cluster spacecraft potential measurements as function of time during a magnetopause crossing on 31 December 2000
(from Pedersen3et al.,
2001).6.The
potential
can be used
as proxy
for the plasma
as of
indicated
on thearight axis. Bottom
Figure
(topspacecraft
panel) Cluster
spacecraft
potential
measurements
as density
function
time during
panels: zoom around the magnetopause crossings.

4

magnetopause crossing on 31 December 2000 (from Pedersen et al., 2001). The spacecraft

5

1
2
3
4

potential can be used as proxy for the plasma density as indicated on the right axis. (bottom
Dst index almost reaching −100 nT. With the magnetopause
6
panels) zoom around the magnetopause crossings.
moving back and forth across the spacecraft over a period of
7
3 h, Dunlop et al. (2001) could show that the magnetopause
speed along the normal was varying continuously from a
minimum of 17 km s−1 up to 124 km s−1 . Its thickness was
also measured to be about 1000 km.
Pedersen et al. (2001) analysed two magnetopause crossings using the spacecraft potential as proxy for plasma density. They found that the first crossing was very different from
the second crossing (as can be seen from the different order
between the spacecraft): the magnetopause normal was first
mainly in the XGSE direction while mainly in the YGSE direction later (Fig. 6). Although they did not explain why the
magnetopause was so different in a few minutes interval, it
was already a sign that it could be quite deformed and not
31 1000 km. A few
always quasi-planar on scales smaller than
years later Owen et al. (2004) observed regular oscillations of
the magnetopause and showed that a train of surface waves,
with a wavelength around 3 RE , moving at 65 km s−1 , could
explain the observations. Since the leading edge was steeper
than the trailing edge, these waves were consistent with the
Figure 7. Sketch of Kelvin–Helmholtz waves developing on the flank of the magnetosphere
Fig. 7. Sketch of Kelvin–Helmholtz waves developing on the flank
Kelvin–Helmholtz (K–H) driving mechanism.
near the equatorial plane under Northward interplanetary magnetic field.
of the magnetosphere near the equatorial plane under northward inHasegawa et al. (2004) observed for the first time that
terplanetary magnetic field.
these K–H waves could roll-up into vortices and allow
plasma transfer from the solar wind to the magnetosphere
(Fig. 7). This was demonstrated when the spacecraft located

www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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further inward observed higher density than the three others located outward. These observations were supported by a
MagnetoHydroDynamic (MHD) simulation. Since there was
no sign of plasma acceleration due to magnetic stress, they
speculated that magnetic reconnection was not taking place
locally in that event. A few years later, however, Nykyri et
al. (2006) found that reconnection was occurring inside a
rolled-up vortex and Hasegawa et al. (2009) found it on the
trailing edge of the vortex. More recently, K–H vortices have
been found even during southward IMF (Hwang et al., 2011)
and at high latitudes (Hwang et al., 2012).
3.3

The plasmasheet

The four Cluster spacecraft have also significantly advanced
our knowledge of the magnetotail and especially the plasmasheet, the big reservoir of plasma that regularly releases
large quantity of energy toward the Earth during magnetospheric substorms. Once again, being able to distinguish between spatial and temporal variations using measurements at
four points separated in space is a key aspect to understand
the physics of this region. During the tail seasons early in
the mission, two tetrahedra were formed on each side of the
plasmasheet to enable a very good 3-D constellation through
the whole plasmasheet (Fig. 1).
A key aspect of substorms is the dipolarisation fronts that
move toward the Earth and are also associated with brightening of the aurora. Nakamura et al. (2002) analysed the characteristics of a dipolarisation front moving toward the Earth
in front of a plasma flow burst. They found that the dipolarisation front was planar, over the spacecraft constellation size
of a few 1000s km, with a thickness around 2000 km and a
speed toward the Earth around 77 km s−1 (Fig. 8). They also
showed that the Earthward flow changed direction as it apAnn. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013

proached Earth most likely due to the ambient field deflecting it.
As shown for the magnetopause, Cluster is the perfect
tool to reveal and study surface waves at the interface between two opposite plasma flows. Large plasma flows have
been regularly observed within the plasmasheet, however,
before Cluster, surface waves were never observed due to
the ambiguity to distinguish them from the flapping motion
of the plasmasheet. Zhang et al. (2002), using five consec34
utive crossings of the neutral sheet, showed that its normal
changed direction during each crossing and concluded that
a wave was launched from the centre of the tail and propagated toward the flanks. Sergeev et al. (2004) made a statistical study of 58 neutral sheet crossings obtained between
July and November 2001. They showed that the waves are of
kink-type, initiated in the centre of the tail and propagating
toward the dawn and dusk flanks with a propagation speed
33
of 57 km s−1 during quiet time and 145 km s−1 during high
activity. Finally, using both Cluster and Double Star (TC1),
separated by 5 RE in XGSE , Zhang et al. (2005), showed that
these waves were extended between 11 and 16 RE along the
tail (Fig. 9).
3.4

The plasmasphere

The plasmasphere is the donut-shape region encircling the
Earth at a distance of a few Earth radii. It is filled with ionospheric plasma from low and mid-latitude. It is very sensitive to geomagnetic activity and varies greatly in size during geomagnetic storms. The first measurements of density
gradients, using the four Cluster spacecraft, was done by
Décréau et al. (2001). They were using the plasma sounder
WHISPER to deduce the electron density around each spacecraft. By comparing density gradient with the local magnetic field, Darrouzet et al. (2006) showed that the density
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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Figure 10. Auroral acceleration structures superimposed on bright arcs and black aurora. The

Fig. 10. Auroral acceleration structures superimposed on bright arcs
altitude of Cluster during recent years as well as of previous auroral missions and rockets is
and black aurora. The altitude of Cluster during recent years as well
indicated (adapted from Marklund et al., 2009).
as of previous auroral missions and rockets is indicated (adapted
from Marklund, 2009).

gradient were almost never field-aligned at magnetic latitudes sampled by Cluster (equatorial latitudes, between −30◦
and +30◦ ), which suggests that the refilling of flux tubes
35
with plasma from the ionosphere is a gradual process. The
gradients of density were then used to deduce drift velocity of plasmaspheric structures. One the main structure that
is very often observed in the plasmasphere is the plume. It
starts from the duskside and extends all the way to the dayside, sometimes reaching the magnetopause. This plume is
particularly dynamic and changes greatly as the activity increases (Darrouzet et al., 2009b). A book, reviewing the latest results on the plasmasphere from both Cluster and NASA
IMAGE spacecraft, was recently published by Darrouzet et
al. (2009a).
3.5

Auroral acceleration region

Since 2006, the Cluster satellites have slowly drifted away
from their initial polar orbits (Fig. 2). Meanwhile, the perigee
altitudes of their orbits have decreased from 19 000 km to just
a few hundred kilometres, giving Cluster access to new regions of near-Earth space. For the first time, in spring 2009,
we made use of this natural orbital drift to obtain simultaneous four-point measurements of the Auroral Acceleration
Region (AAR). The evolution of Cluster’s sampling of the
auroral acceleration region is shown in Fig. 10. In 2011, the
minimum altitudes reached by the Cluster spacecraft were
below those of previous auroral physics missions, such as
Viking and Freja.
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/

Using two of the four spacecraft in 2009, Marklund et
al. (2011) showed that the downgoing electrons and upgoing
ions were significantly different on the two spacecraft separated by about 5 min in time (Fig. 11, top). The upward ion
beam was lower in energy and spatially narrower on the first
spacecraft compared to the second. Since the two spacecraft
were separated by about 2600 km in altitude they were sampling different area of the auroral acceleration structure; the
results are best explained by combining an S-shape (equipotential lines approximately forming an “S”) with a U-shape
electric potential (equipotential lines forming a “U”) distribution (Fig. 11, bottom). Using another auroral crossing in
2009, Forsyth et al. (2012) showed that the electric potential
below C4 and C3, following each other with 2.5 min delay,
changed by 1.7 kV, while the potential above the spacecraft
stayed approximately constant during the interval. The comparison of electron spectra also allowed them to estimate the
potential around C1 and C3, which were magnetically conjugate. They found that around 15 % of the total potential
drop was located between C1 at 6235 km altitude and C3 at
4885 km altitude and that the majority of the potential drop
was below C3. These four-point observations of the auroral
regions are certainly looking promising and a special campaign to combine particles with simultaneous high resolution measurements of electromagnetic waves are the focus of
a special campaign in spring 2013.
3.6

Impact of Coronal Mass Ejections on the Earth environment

Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are huge clouds of plasma
emitted by the Sun during solar storms. Their characteristics vary greatly but CMEs can sometimes be as fast as
3000 km s−1 and contain strong magnetic field and dense
plasma. The effect on the Earth’s environment could be dramatic, since it induces fast and large changes of the Earth’s
magnetosphere, which in turn energises particles to very high
energy. “Space Weather” was created to study the effect of
the Sun on the Earth and on Human systems. The growing
interest by governments, especially on the very rare extreme
events, have made “space weather” a permanent agenda item
of the United Nation Committee on the Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space. Cluster is not a space weather mission as such
but its measurements, specially on the study of dynamic
structures, are providing a key input for the models that are
being developed for space weather predictions. Cluster capabilities were enhanced when, in 2002, the SPC agreed to
add a second ground station to record the Cluster observations twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week (originally
the mission was designed to cover about 50 % of the orbit
focused on magnetospheric boundaries, bow shock, magnetopause, cusp and plasmasheet).
Using Cluster data taken in 2001, Zong et al. (2002) observed an enhancement of energetic particles in the polar
cusp when the leading edge of a CME hit the magnetosphere.
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013
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3
Fig. 11. Top: Electron and ion spectrograms during an AAR crossing with C3 and C1. C1 and C3 follow each other with C3 leading by
5 min (adapted from Marklund et al., 2011). (bottom) Sketch of the AAR potential drop seen by C3 (blue) “S-shape” and C1 (blue and white)
“U-shape”.
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Figure 11. (top) Electron and ion spectrograms during an AAR crossing with C3

5

and C3 follow each other with C3 leading by 5 minutes (adapted from Markl

Fazakerley et al. (2005) used SOHO, ACE and Cluster data
lar wind dynamic pressure reached 25 nPa (10 times usual
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the CME are many times the usual solar wind values, the
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magnetosphere can be extremely compressed and the magan MHD model, Siscoe et al. (2007) showed that the cusp
netopause be pushed well inside geostationary orbit. The powas highly distorted during this event. Often CMEs are assolar regions of the magnetosphere and in particular the polar
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during the Halloween storm in October 2003, when the sothat the plasma in the magnetosheath can be accelerated to
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013
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Table 5. List of Cluster Guest Investigators selected in 2011.
Guest Investigator

GI proposal title

Laboratory

Implementation period

B. Walsh

High Latitude Magnetopause Electrons
Small scale turbulence

Boston University (USA)

Spring 2011

Institutet for Rymdfysik,
Uppsala (Sweden)
LPP/UPMC/Ecole
Polytechnique/CNRS (France)

February until April 2012

Warwick University (UK)

November 2012

Peking University (China)

January and February 2013

IRAP/Paul Sabatier University/CNRS (France)

Autumn 2013

E. Yordanova
A. Retinò

C. Foullon

Z. Pu

F. Pitout

Multi-scale observations of
magnetic reconnection in
the magnetosphere
Magnetopause
boundary
layer: evolution of plasma
and turbulent characteristics along the flanks
Generation and 3-D features of flux transfer events
at the dayside magnetopause
Particle acceleration and
field aligned currents in the
cusp

May and August 2012

Table 6. Cluster Active Archive users (based on email).
Country
Argentina
Austria
Australia
Belgium
Bulgaria
Brazil
Canada
Switzerland
Chile
China
Commercial (.com)
Czech Republic
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
Greece
Hungary
Israel
India

Number of users
1
27
6
19
2
11
24
4
3
106
421
19
47
2
5
24
90
8
12
2
17

a very high speed (above 1000 km s−1 ) as compared to the
solar wind speed (650 km s−1 ).
4

Cluster Guest Investigator programme

As customary for space physics missions, the decision on
how to operate the spacecraft and instruments have been the
role of the Science Working team made of the Principal Inwww.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/

Country
International (.int)
Italy
Japan
South-Korea
Kazakhstan
Mexico
Netherlands
Norway
New Zealand
Non-profit (.org)
Poland
Romania
Russia
Sweden
Slovac Republic
Turkey
Taiwan
Ukraine
United Kingdom
South Africa
USA

Number of users
39
21
48
10
1
4
3
14
1
8
10
2
45
47
1
1
14
2
155
4
297

vestigators and the Project Scientist. In 2010, however, as
part of activities for that extension period, science operations were opened to scientists from the community, turning Cluster into an “observatory”, similarly to what is commonly done with Astronomy missions. An Announcement
of Opportunity was opened in July 2010, soliciting Guest Investigator (GI) proposals for special operations of the instruments or the spacecraft, including changing the separation
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4
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November 2012 (Adapted from D. Sieg).
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four spacecraft were equally spaced covering about 4 RE
along the magnetopause to examine K–H wave formation
and boundary layer structure. If a further extension for the
years 2015–2016 is granted to Cluster by SPC in June 2013,
we intend to make a new call in the following months.
5
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monthly download rate (in Gbytes) at the bottom.

6

number of logins per month in the middle and the monthly download rate (in Gbytes) at the bottom.

between the spacecraft. Six GI proposals were selected and
are summarised in Table 5. The scientific aims of the proposals were quite diverse, and it is important to stress that
the proposed science investigations would not have been carried out without the GI programme. The science goals covered the high latitude magnetopause, turbulence in the magnetosheath, multi-scale observation of reconnection, K–H
38
waves on the flanks, generation of flux transfer events and
field-aligned currents in the cusp. The spacecraft constellation was also changed significantly as a result of these specific operations (Fig. 1 yellow dots). Figure 12 shows the
constellation formed for C. Foullon’s proposal where the
Ann. Geophys., 31, 1045–1059, 2013

Cluster data open access

Since the beginning of the Cluster mission, data have been
accessible through the Cluster Science Data System (CSDS)
(Schmidt et al., 1997). Since CSDS development started in
the early 1990s, and the network bandwidth was much lower
than now, the system was developed around maximising the
science and keeping the data exchange through network minimum. The datasets were of three types, the summary and
prime parameters and the quicklook plots (quicklook plots
were stopped a few years later when it was realised that they
were not so used and that the software to produce them was
difficult to maintain). Summary parameters, physical parameters coming from all instruments from C3 at 1-min resolution, were accessible to everybody. On the other hand,
prime parameters, including physical parameters from the
four spacecraft at 4 s spin resolution, were only accessible
37
to PIs and CoIs. In 2008, however, the restriction on prime
parameter was lifted and all CSDS data were available to the
science community.
During the first two years of the Cluster mission, it was
realised that Cluster scientific output would be greatly enhanced if the science community would have access to all
high resolution data. At that time, the network capacity had
grown by a few orders of magnitude and it was not a problem
anymore to send high quantity of data through public network. In early 2003, the ESA SPC agreed to the development
of the Cluster Active archive (CAA) that was designed to:
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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– Maximise the scientific return from the mission by making all Cluster data available to the worldwide scientific
community.
– Ensure that the unique dataset returned by the Cluster
mission is preserved in a stable, long-term archive for
scientific analysis beyond the end of the mission.
– Provide this archive as a major contribution by ESA and
the Cluster science community to the International Living With a Star programme.
After a few years of development to define the meta data and
the Cluster Exchange Format (ASCII based), process the first
few years of data and develop the user interface, the Cluster Active Archive was open to the public in February 2006
(caa.estec.esa.int) (Laakso et al., 2010). Figure 13 show the
number of users, number of logins and monthly download
rates of CAA data. The science community using CAA data
has been growing continuously since 2006 at a rate around
20 new users every month and we have now more than 1600
users. The download rate has also been continuously growing
and at the beginning of 2013 it was above 2 TB/month. Users
of CAA originates from all over the world (Table 6). Furthermore, a large portion of Cluster published papers (Fig. 3) are
using data from CAA and their number has clearly increased
since 2006, the year of CAA opening.
6

Summary and conclusion

The Cluster mission is one of the most successful missions
dedicated to the study of the Sun-Earth connection. This is
primarily due to the determination of the Cluster scientists
who never compromised on the number of spacecraft necessary to achieve the objectives: during the development of the
original Cluster mission and its successor Cluster II, the total
number of spacecraft was always challenged in order to decrease cost. The answer from scientists was however always
the same: four spacecraft is the minimum. They are now continually rewarded by the results achieved by Cluster. Another
key aspect that allowed to maximise science throughput was
the fast and easy access to data that was first achieved by
CSDS and then with the CAA.
Cluster’s collaboration with other missions has also substantially increased our knowledge of the magnetosphere,
first with IMAGE and Polar, then with Double Star and
THEMIS, now with the newly launched Van Allen probes.
In a few years time, Cluster together with the MMS mission,
will allow for the first time to sample the Earth environment
with four point measurements at two separate places of the
magnetosphere, returning inter alia key 3-D information on
magnetic reconnection at small and large scales simultaneously. Strong collaboration will also continue with groundbased observatories such as SuperDARN and the future EISCAT 3-D since they give the context where spacecraft data
www.ann-geophys.net/31/1045/2013/
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need to be put into perspective. The Cluster mission has now
been extended up to end 2014 and we are looking forward to
extending it another two years in a few months time.
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